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ABSTRAC T 
.The integrated intensitie s as a function of temperature have been 
measured for one NOZ and fo r four NZO 4 combination band s in t he 
spectral region from one to five m icrons. The temperature was varied 
from SO to 100oCfor the gas -phase studies and fro m 2S to 1000 C for the 
liquid-phase experiments . In the spectral region from 5 to IS microns, 
integrated intensities at ZSOC were measured for one NOZ and for t h ree 
NZ0 4 fundamental bands. Re sults from a series of ab llorp tion s pectra 
were interpreted in accordance with the Wilson- Wells-Penner- We ber 
method. Saturated vapors were used in all experiments; the optical 
depth was varied by using a series of spacers in a specially designed 
infrared absorption cell capable of handling both liquid and gas. M eas· 
ured intensities for NZ0 4 combination bands in the liquid and gas phases 
V'le re compared and found to differ by less than 160/0 for t h ree out of four 
combination bands studied ; for the fourth band, the observed difference 
was about SOlo. Results for all of t he combination bands investigated 
indicate that the integrated intensitie s vary approximately as 1/ T in the 
temperature range under consideration. 
Absolute intensity data may be used for a spectroscopic determi-
nation of the heat of dissociation for gases in chemical equilibr ium. For 
the reaction kOM4~ 2NO Z' we have found the value of ~eoI us ing the 
temperature dependence of the absorption bands, to be 13.1 Kcal / 
{mole NZ0 4}; this value is in fair agreement with t he value of 13. 7 K c al/ 
{mole NZ0 4 } obtaine d by techniques utilizing density measurements. 
In Chapter II, shock tube studies are described of a diffuse 
emission band, centered near the ,resonance lines of sodium and attributed 
to van der Waals molecules NaZ• A small quantity of finely ground 
sodium salt (e. g., NaCI, NaBr, or NaZC03 ) was placed at the end of the 
low-pressure section of a shock tube containing an argon ahnosphere. 
Spectra were recorded photographically 'With a 1.5 m grating spectro -
graph. 
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I. QUANTITATIVE S TUDIES OF THE NOZ- NZ0 4 SYSTEM 
IN THE INFRA RED 
A . INTRODUCTION 
The qualitative fe a tures of t he vibration-rotation band s of 
ni trogen dioxide and dinitrogen tetroxide in the infrared reg ion of the 
s p ectrum have been investigated by a number of researchers. (1-1 0) 
Most of t he work in the past has been concerned wit h i nformation re-
ga r d ing molecular structure and interaction energy curves. Spe ctral 
locations of band centers and i ndividual rotational lines have been 
determined to a h i gh deg ree of accuracy and fro m t hese , estimates 
have been made of such quantiti e s as molecular interaction for c es , 
m o ,nents of inertia, atomic s pace configurations, and molecular sizes. 
The earliest infrared work on g aseous NOZ-NZ0 4 mixtures was 
performed in 1909 byWarburg and L eithauser(l) who observ e d two bands 
belong ing to NO Z (3. 43 , 6.1Z}L) and one belonging to N2 0 4 (5 . 70 j.1). 
Mo re extensive research on these g ases was c onducted during t h e 
following. year by E va von Bahr(Z) with studies on the influence of 
p res surization with a foreign gas (° 2 ) on the a mount of absorption of 
the same band s observed by Warburg and L eithauser. Nitrogen d ioxide 
pressures ranged fr01TI 20 t o 5 0 mm, while oxygen p ressurization wa s 
varied between 5 0 mm and one attnosphere. For the 6.1-}J. band, t h e 
percentage of absorption at 3 0 mm of NOZ chang ed from 25 . 5 without 
p re s surization to 43. 4 at one atmosphere of oxyge n. Above t h is 
p res sure, the a b sorption remained nea r ly constant. Similar results, 
t hough with a some what weaker pressure dependence, were found for 
-2-
Observations of t he NOZ spectrum, as well as those of other 
gase s , in t h e far infrared (ZO- 152 ).1-) were r e ported by Strong and Woo(3) 
i n 1932, but no real effo r t was made t o identify t he various bands . 
The first extensive investigation of the infrared spectrum of t he 
NOZ-N20 4 syste m a t va r i o us temperatures was performed by Sut her-
land(4) i n 1933 . Eleven of t he twelve fundamentals of dinitroge n 
tetroxide we r e identified a long with three combination bands . In add ition, 
seven nitrogen d iox ide bands were reported . F u rther studie s on these 
gases were performed in 1933 b y Baile y and Cassie(5 ) who obtained the 
N - O force c onstant, defortnation constant , a.nd moment of inertia . In 
the same year , Sc haffert(o) reported eight absor ption b and s i n t he 
gaseous state and two in t he liquid state. He s e parated the ballds be-
longing to NO Z from t hose be longing to NZ0 4 by the usual tec hni que of 
heating the gas to IS OoC whe re moet of t he gas decomposes to NOZ (s e e 
Section C ) . 
One of the most complete early studies of both gases was reported 
by Harris and King(7 ) in 1934. The s e aut ho rs were the fi r st to give em 
-1 -1 
upper limit esthnate of 0 .0003 c m -atm for t he absorption c o efficient 
in the infrared region below Z micron s . Absorption spectra between one 
and four microns were investigated thoroughly at roorn t e mperature and 
a t ISOoC. The NOZ bands were identified as combination b ands of two 
fundamentals while t he NZ0 4 ba nds were inte r preted as combinations and 
harmonics of known fundamentals. The b ands observed by these autho r s 
were compared with those noted previously by other workers . 
, 
-3-
In more recent studies, refinements were introduced by using 
isotopic species a~d superior instruments. Moore(8) in 1953 observed 
mne combination bands and overtones belonging to NOZ with suffi ciently 
high resolving power to yield the rotational fine structure. Some of his 
results are presented in Table 1. Good agreement concerning the 
locations of the N Z 
14°4 bands in the near infrared is found between the 
r e sults obtained by Snyder and Hisatsune(9) in 1957 and by Begum and 
Fletcher(lO) in 1960. Selected results from Begum and Fletcher are also 
cited in Table 1. An infrared absorption spectrum of the gaseous mix-
. ture containing NOZ and N Z0 4 is reproduced in Fig. 1. 
Fig. 1. 
.. 
~ ; °4000 zooo 1800 1600 1400 
-1 Wave number (cm ) 
! ' 
F, 
-
-~ , 
1200 1000 100 ~f 
Spectrum of gaseous NOZ-NZ0 4 mixtures at pressures of 
approximately 40 c .m and Z cm of eg~ at Z3 0 C in a 10-cm 
. pyrex cell (from Ref. 9). 
There is a definite need for information on absolute intensities of 
N O Z and N Z0 4 bands in connection with studies on radiant-heat transfer 
and concentration analysis. In particular, there is considerable interest 
in atmospheric transmission of radiant energy. In addition to COZ and 
HZO, under certain conditions (e.g., after a nuclear bomb blast) there 
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may a l so be sig nificant amounts of NOZ i n the at mosphere. Quantitative 
infor mation in the form of spectral absorption coefficients and i n tegrated 
intensities i s essential fo r this type of study. A considerable number of 
expe l"ime ntal re sults are available for CO2 and some for H 20 . To t h e 
aut ho r's knowledge , no studies of a quantitative nature o n NO Z and N ZC 4 
hav e appeared in the o pen lite rature . There is als o continuing f unda -
m ental intere st i n absolute i ntensity data since t hey m ay b e us e d to 
estimate t h e rate of change of dipole mome nt with internuclear s e paration . 
In our e xpe riments, integ rat e d intensitie s were obtained for one 
fundamental and o ne comb i nation band of NOz ' and for t h ree funda-
mentals and fo u r combination bands of g aseous N Z0 4 ; i nte g r ated in-
tensitie s were also m e a sured for t he four combinati o n bands of NZ0 4 
in t h e liqui d phase. The work w-a s performed i n the spectral region 
between one and 15 m ic rons. Intensities for NZ0 4 molecu les i n the liquid 
and gas phase s were compared and found to be nea rly e qual for t hree of the 
fou r bands studied . F r o m t h e temperature dependence of abso r :.:.tion in 
t he reg ion of t he NOZ and NZ0 4 bands , t he heat of di s 9ociation for the 
reacUon N ., O "" --'l>' 2NO ., wa s caiculated and found t o agree aatisi2.ctcrilv 
W ;;c . oJ 
with ·previous meaeUl'en1ent e based on other techni ques . 
B. EXPERI M ENTAL 1IlE'rHOD 
1. Definit ions 
F or a gas at t hern1.al e quilibrium , a spec tral a bsorptio n 
coefficient P i9 d e f ine d Buch that t he e m itted radi a n c y , i n t h e wave 
w 
numbe r range between wand w + dw, fro m t he center of the base of a 
-6-
hemi.sphere of radius .t , filled with isothermal gas at p re ssure P. is 
R cit,} = RO [l-exp (- p m~ Fz d,.>.l, 
w W W 
where Ito r e presents the blackbody radiancy at t he wave numbe r w in 
w 
(1) 
any convenient set of units, and p t is known as the optical depth . It is 
convenient to e xpres s pressure in a t m ospheres and the geome tric length 
. i hI · p. t h · -1-1 In cent meters , t us e a vlng In e unlts atHl -cm • 
w 
The factor in brackets on the right-hand side of Eq. (1) is 
known as the (hemispheri cal) s pectral e missivity and, at thermal 
equilibrium, is e qual to the spectral absorptivity. The spectral flux 
density 1° incident on a column of g a s of l e ngth t at the pressure p will 
w 
be attenuated by a fac tor e xp(-P,yt) in passing through the gas . 
For a liquid absorber it is convenient to define a linear absorption 
coefficient t h rough Beer ' e law, 
= exp(-k Q), 
w 
where I and 1° refer to t he transrl'litte d and incident spectral flux 
w w 
densities, respectively. and .£ is the geometric length of the absorbing 
. -1 path; k is now expressed 1n cm • 
w 
- 2 -1 We define t he integrated i ntensity a (in ern - atm ), for a band 
located between t he wave numbers wl and w2 , by 
a= 
f2 
P dw 
w 
WI 
(2 ) 
(3 ) 
- 7-
for the gae phase ; for the liquid phase we define the i ntegrated intensity 
-2 
a ' (in c m ) similarly as 
k dw 
w 
(4 ) 
Because of inst rumental limitations , it i s not generally possible to 
pe r form experimental measure m e nts without slit distortions. 'W e define 
an instrUlnental slit function g ( I w-w'j, b', c') for the effe ctive spectral 
width of t h e e xit slit between w- 6 1.,;''' and E;F+~w*K Here w :t'ep resents the 
actual setting of the instrument while b ' and c ' are parameters depende;;~t 
upon t he slit g eometry . The slit function give s the fraction of energy at 
the wav e number w' to which t he detector responds when t h e i ns t rument 
is set at w. The apparent spectral flu;;: densit y Ia s e nsed by the inst ru -
w 
m ent when it is set at w is then 
where t he normalization c ondition 
w+i,-w* f g ( IW-(JJ' j , b ' , c' )dw' = 1 
w-.o.w* 
(5 ) 
holds. Representative slit functions are triangular for prism. instruments 
and Gaussian for g rating in struments . 
-8 -
2. The Wilson-Wells- Penner- Weber ( W3 P ) Iv!ethod 
Expe rimental da t a fro m a s e ries of absorption spectra were 
inte r preted in accordance with the W3 P method as described by P enner.( ll) 
B r i e fly, the method e nt a ils t he smearing out of the rotational fine 
structure of a vibration-rotatio n band by means of sufficie nt pressure 
broade ning to yield a line half - width which is considerably g reater than 
the spacing betwe<an lines. This may be accomplishe d either by main-
t aining a sufficiently high pressure of t he absorbing gaB (self broade ni ng ) 
or el s e b y pressurizing with a foreign, non-absorbing gas (fore ign-gas 
broadening ). With t he fine struc ture smeared out i n t hi s manner , it is 
no longer necessary to resolve details of C.n individual rotatio nal line and 
he nce one may use rela t ively low- re solution instruments for making 
quant itative measure n'lents. 
The integrated intensity is o btained by d efining a quantity 83 whi c h 
e q uals t he in t e gral of the natural logarithm of the ratio of incident 
a pparent spectral fl ux density 1~; a t o the transmitted a pparent s pectrai 
flux d ensity l a a nd t he n determining t he slope of a plot s howing i6 as a w 
function of the optic al depth X == p i . 
Using p revious ly specified notation, 
g ( I w-w' \' '0 ', c ')dw' 
dw . (6 ) 
I O' (Iw-w'\ b ' c' )dw ' Wi b •• 
Si nce I
w
' = I:, exp( - P w' X), i t follows , if t he incide nt spectral flux density 
- 9-
1° I i s cons tant over t he wave n u mbe r int erval b e tween w-~w* a n d w+ b,w*. 
w 
that 
33= 
and 
d ~ _ 
dX -
w+'c>w* f [eXP(-FwIX}] g ( Iw-w l , . b 't c '}dw' 
~ w- L>w* 
n w+6wlli f g ( [ w-w' , . b 't c '}d w' 
w-~w* 
d w 
d w. 
At t hi s pOint we i n t rod uce t he r e quh'eme nt t ha t t h e fine str uc ture o f t he 
(7) 
(8) 
band i s s ufficiently sme a red out to permit P w' to b e c onsideTe d const ant 
ove r t he wave n u mbe r range of t he e ffe c t ive slit wi d th 2 L;,w*. Wit h t his 
assumption. i t is r ead ily seen t hat t he te r m s o f E q . (6) c ont aining the 
s lit f u nction c ancel ou t and t ha t 
(9) 
Equation (9 ) i s t h e des i red r ela tion whic h has b e en u sed i n i n te rpr e ting 
t he e xperime ntal r e sults. 
-10 -
B e low _IOoe , dinitrogen tet r oxide exists as a cryst alline solid, 
whil e f rom - 10 t o 21. 64°C and at one atmosphere of p ressure it is a 
nearly c olorless liquid . Care ful measureme nts of vapor pressure as a 
function of tempe rature have bee n p ub lishe d previo usly(l2 , 13) and 
s elected re sult s are re p r oduc ed in Fig . 2. These measu rements were 
conducte d i n a stainless stee l cell immersed i n an isothermal bath. A 
s p ecially-de signe d pressure sensor was used . Vapor p r essures were 
obtaine d at intervals of approxi mate ly 300 F "·,,lth a pre cision of better 
t ha n one pe r cent. 
B ecauae of its relatively h igh boiling point , N 204 may be exclud ed 
from po r tions of the gas - handling systeyn quite effec tively "nth a liquid-
nitrogen t rap. 
In the gas e oul3 state , nitrogen dioxide a nd dinitrogen tetroxide 
exi s t in c he mical e quilibrium according to t he relation 
Exte nsive ln e asuremcnts of t he equiUbriulTl constant K at ternperatures p 
ranging f r om 281. 32 t o 403 . 9 30 K we re pe rfo r m e d by Bode nste in and 
Bo-e s ; (14 ) re l e v a nt data for K are plotted as -c. function of t e mperature 
- p 
in F ig. 3. At r oom t e rnperature and one at -mosphere pressure the 
frac t ion of NZ0 4 decompose d i s 0 . 31. 
The dec omposition of N Z0 4 proceeds at a very rapid rate . 
C a rrington a nd Dav idson(15 ) e s timate d the dissociation rate c ons'a'lt to 
be kf = 10
16 
exp(-ll , OOO / RT ) s ec- l i n the prese nce of a foreign gas (NZ) 
> P. 
PM~ ______________ _ 
-11-
Fig . 2. The vapor pressure of nitrogen dioxide as a function of 
temperature (from Ref. 13) . 
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at pressures considerably highe r than one atmosphere. Under t hese 
conditions , chemical equilibrium is attained i n times of the order of 
microseconds. 
o Above 400 K ,N02 d issociate s e xtensively into NOand 0Z ; in order 
to avoid this decomposition, we have not performed any experim ents at 
te mperatures above about 400oK. 
Oiauque and Kemp (l6) proposed the following equation of state, 
which they found compatible with the data presented by Bodenstein and 
B .. (14) ~esI 
pV = (nNo + nN ° ) RT + (nNO f3 NO + nN ° I3N 0 ) PRT, (10) 2 24 Z 2 2 424 
where they assumed 
(11) 
and, using Berthelot's e quation of state, found 
( Z94) 3 f3 = - O. Ol"'"'""T""" • (lZ) 
Associated with the gas mixture containing N02 and N20 4 is a 
c haracteristic brown colo r which becomes deeper as the temperature is 
raised. This color results f rom continuum absorption in the visible 
region of the spectrum by NOZ' Dinitrogen tetrox ide is transparent in 
t he visible region. As t h e temperature is raised, the equilibrium com-
position shifts toward NOz, resulting in deepening of the brown color . 
Similar re sults occur as a result of shifts in equilibrium composition 
with total pressure. In p reliminary s tudies, we utilized the visible 
absorption of NOZ for t he purpose of gas analysis with photoelectric 
re cording of the absorption (see Section E ). 
-14-
Nitrogen d ioxide is highly reactive with many substanc es a nd is 
extretnely t oxi c. Expo s ure of the gas to stnall t r a ce s of tnoisture will 
result in the fortnation of nitric acid with subsequent c orrosion of ex-
pose d tne tals . Rubber gaskets and O-rings are attacked, as are also 
tno s t o r ganic gre ases used for sealing purpose s. Work done in the past 
, was conduc ted entirely with glass apparatus in order to elitninate aotne 
of the corr o sion p r oble tns . The e xperitnents r eporte d in the following 
sect ions were conducted at pre ssure s which are too h igh for the use of 
glass apparatus and hence m e tallic containers had to be used. 
D. EXPERlMENTAL ,r'..PPARATUS· 
1. Optica l Syste tn 
An overall view of the experitnental appa r atus appears in Fig. 4. 
Situated at the l e ft of the figure is the control board on which is mounted 
the pressure gage used for measuring gas pressure in the absorption 
cell. Also tnounted on this board are a thermocouple selector, the tnai n 
switch bo)c for the electric furnace , fuses , and an ammeter for measur-
ing the c urrent through the heating coils. The ammeter and voltmeter 
for the ligh t source a r e m ounted on the table at the extreme left; also 
located on this table are a thermostatic control unit and a thermocoupl e 
potentiotne ter. The 2 -ft diameter by 5-ft long vac uum tank, whic h may 
be se e n at the cente r of t he phot ograph, c ontai ns t he absorption cell , light 
source , mechanical chopper, and aGlsociated optics . Dire ctly in front 
iii The app a ratus used in the present studies is a modified version of 
e quipme nt fi rst asse tnbled by D . We ber and subsequently itnproved 
by U. P. O ppenheitn. 
-15-
Fig. 4. Overall view of the apparatus; the vacuum tank in the center 
contains the absorption cell and light source with associated 
optics. 
Fig. 5. Internal view of the vacuum tank; the cooling coils seen at the 
center surround the electric furnace which contains the absorp-
tion cell. 
-1 6-
of the tank io located a Perkin-Elmer Model 98 spectrometer with a 
13-c ycle amplifier . A Leedi and Northrup Speedomax. Type G recorder 
is s e en to the right of the spect r o m eter . 
Figure 5 depic ts the internal components of the vacuum tank, 
while Fig . 6 shows a schematic diagram of the e quipment . Light from 
a globar source, after being chopp ed by a 13 -cycle chopper and 
collimated by a spherical mirror (Ml ) is passed t hrough the absorption 
cell located in an electri c furnace , and then deflected by a plane mirror 
(MZ) onto an off-axis parabolic mirror (11.13 ) which focuses t he beam on 
the entrance slit of the infrared spectromete r. The light beam l e aves t he 
vacuum tank through a Z-inch diamete r by 1/4-inch thick sodium 
chloride window. 
A s infrared light source we used a water - coole d g lobar which 
consists of a silic on carbide rod several centimeters long and about 6 
mm in diameter . It is very nearly a greybody with an ernissivity of 
about O. SO in the region from 1.5 to 15 microns(17); it is electrically 
heated in air with a current of about 5 amps to a maximum temperature 
of 14000 K. At 1400o K, the peak emitted radiant energy lies near Z 
mic rons. Heating of the globar to higher temperatures will cause ex-
c essive oxidation of the silicon carbide and evaporation of the binding 
material. The relatively low useful operating temperature of the g lobar 
is its chief disadvantage. For stable radiation output , the globar re-
. qui r e s a well-regulated current. When the voltage was provided through 
a variac which received its input from a Sola con s tant -vo ltage trans-
former, the radiation output varied in an irregular manner. Good 
s tability wae obtained wh e n a number of 10-25 Aroperite ballast tubes 
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was put in series with the globar (see Fig. 7). The ballast tubes kept 
the current constant ove r a wide range of input voltage s . A variable 
shunt a cross the globar was used to c hange the sourc e temperature. Th e 
total current was kept constant while the globar current was set at any 
deairable level. 
The radiant flux was mod ulate d at 13 cycles/second with a stand ard 
Perkin-Elmer chopper . The chopper assembly with its rectifying 
contacts was placed in the vacuum tank at a short distance from t he light 
source. A shutter. wh i c h was operated fro ra outside the vacuum 
c hatnber. could be raised into the bea m in a position between the light 
sourc e and the chopper. 
After dispersing the light by means of a lith ium fluoride (L iF) 
prism. it was received by a t hermocouple detector locat ed i n the 
spectromete r . and the resulting electrical signal was amplified by a 
13-cycle . Perkin-Elme r model 13 amplifier which was e lectrically 
coupled with the rectifying points o f the light c hopper to prevent ampli-
fication of any light other than t hat which passed t h roug h the c ho pper. 
Standard procedures were used to calibrate the monochromator 
with the LiF prism. In addition to known atmospheric absorption lines, 
we used some CO rotational line s near 4.5 microns. The resulting plot 
of instrume nt drum r e ading against wave length is shown in Fig. 8 . 
Amplifier output was recorded on logarithmic chart paper No . 
578 supplied by Technical Charta Incorporated . T he labor of data re-
duction was thereby considerably reduced . 
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2 . Temperature Measurement and Control 
The absorption cell was situated in a closely fitting electric 
fu rnace of cylindrical shape which was 61 em long, 7.6 cm in diameter 
and wound with 20 gauge nichrome wire . The furnace was surrounded by 
a cylindrical shield of zirconium oxide which was provided with a water-
coole d jacket . A maxhnum current of 10 amps was passed through the 
heating coils from a 220-volt A. C. sourc e controlled by a variac . The 
wall temperature of the absorption cell was monitored by two chrome l-
alumel thermocouples which were firmly secured to the cell wall by 
spring clamps (s ee Fig. 10) or by a bolt and washer. The output of one 
thermocouple was fed into a Leeds and Northrup Spe e domax Type H 
temperature control unit which controlled the m ain heating circuit and 
provided a continuous temperature record. The other thermocouple was 
. used to obtain more accurate re adings of temperature from a Leeds and 
Northrup No . 8657-C Double Range Potentiometer Indicator. Vi i th a 
capability of reading thermocouple output to :i: .01 m V, temperatures 
were obtained with an accuracy of :i: O. loC. The actual gas temperature, 
however, was not establi shed to this accuracy, since conditions could not 
be maintained absolutely constant during the 20 minutes t h at it took t o 
scan the spectrum . Because the cell was situate d in a vacuum and the 
temperatures involved were relatively low , the heat losses to the sur-
roundings were quite small and the temperature could be maintained 
constant within ::!: O. 5°C during any given run. This result was established 
by continuous monitoring with the potentiometer. Isothermal c onditions 
were very nearly maintained in the cell b ecause of t he very large ratio 
of t hermal conductivity inside the cell walls to t hat of t he surroundings . 
-Z2-
3 . Gas and Liquid Supply and Handling 
For self- broadening experiments , commercial grade NOZ with 
a minimum purity of 98% was obtained from the Matheson Company and 
used without further purifications. An examination of the infrared 
spect r um indicated no significant impurities. It should be noted that 
impurities s uch as homonucleaZ' diatomic molecules (e. g ., NZ' 0 Z) are 
infrared-inactive and would not produce impurity absorption. The 
commercial cylinder used contained 10 pounds of liquid N Z0 4 • 
Foreign- gas broadening was accomplished with an NOZ -argon 
mixture containing about 1. 5% NOZ and supp lied b:l the Matheson Company. 
The argon in this mixture had a nominal purity of 99 . 998'10 . 
The infrared cell with associated apparatus uaed for self-broadening 
experiments i s illustrated in Fig. 9 and shown schematically in Fig . 10. 
In order to minimize c hemical attack, all metallic parts were made of 
stainless steel and teflon O- rings were used for seals. The cell was 
designe d to accommodate spacers ranging in thickness from 0 . 001 inch 
to several inches. One-inch diameter by 1/4-inch thick sapphire (J\lZ03 ) 
windows were used for the spectral region froln one to five microns . The 
needle valve a t the left of Fig . 10 served to introduce liquid N Z0 4 into 
the b ase of the annular space surrounding the windows (see filling details 
below). At a given tenlperature , the previously measured vapor pressu:\"e 
(see Fig. 2 ) was utilized, and the optical de p th was varied by introducing 
a s eries of space rs of varying thickness. Vlith the liquid-vapor e quili-
b rium thus established, p roblerrH.! of surface adsorption ',vere completely 
eli rninated . 
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During the early parts of the experiments it was suspected that, 
with the liquid located in t he main cell , some of it might ente r the space 
betwee n the windows , either in the form of sn.all droplets or a8 a thin 
surface film. The liquid would produce much greater absorption by the 
N Z0 4 bands than t he vapor . In order to detern'line the extent of falsifi-
cation of data by liquid NZ0 4 , we placed the liquid in a c namber separated 
from the main cell by a coil of 1/4-inch tubing filled with tightly-packed 
g lass wool and a teflon pl ug with a pinhole at its center (s ee Fig. 10). 
This device served to prevent any liquid NZ0 4 from entering into the 
absorption cell while permitting the vapor to pasa. A check of t he porous 
iilter with about 30 atm of nitrogen at one end showed a very substantial 
pressure drop acro ss the filter, thus making it appear unlikely that <l:-,y 
liquid could pass unde r the conditions encountered in the experiments. 
Comparison of gaseous absorption I3pectra with the liquid in the two 
alternate positions showed no significant differences. 
The needle valve at the rigbt of Fig . 10 served to isola te the liquid 
reservoir for purposes of changing the spacer in t he ab30rption cell. 
Two thermocouples were firmly attached to the liquid reservoir oy means 
of spring clamps soldered to the wall. 
P reliminary studies involving foreign-gas broadening were per-
formed in the cell s hown in Fig. 11. This cell had a fixed length and was 
designed with two ideas in mind, narnely, to assure pre ssure tightness 
and minhnize selective surface adsorption. Both of these factors would 
lead to errors in the assumed concentrations of NOZ during the course of 
a run. The amount of adsorption depends linearly on the surface area 
- 26-
teflon O-ring seals 
Fig. 110 Crol.-Iectional view of the infrared cell allembly uled 
to obtain foreign-gas broadening (drawn to double scale). 
-27-
exposed to the gas . We have therefore tried to minimize the internal 
surface area by elim inating all unnecessary spacers inside t he cell. 
Instead, the O-ring shoulders were used directly for spacing the one-inc h 
diameter by 1/4-inch thick sapphire windowg at a distance of 3.81 crn 
apart. Chemical attack of the walls was minimized by the use of 304 
stainless steel and teflon O-rings. Gas l e akage was prevented by the 
use of double 0- :ring seals , one on each side of the wi ndow. The cell 
was found to hold 500 psi of gas for over a week with no detectable 
pressure loss. Selective surface adsorption was, however. found to be 
excessive (see Section E ). 
Evac uation of the system was accomplished with a CEe Type 
MCF-60 oil diffusion pump backed up by a Kinney Model KC - 8 mechar.ical 
pump as shown in Fig . 12. Gases containing N02 were first passed 
through a liquid-nitrogen trap to avoid contamination of t he pump oil. 
The pressure was read on a CEC Pirani vacuutn gage with Or2000 and 
0-50 micron scales. The entire [as-handling syetern could be evacuated 
-3 -2 to lesf) than 10 mln of pressure, with a leak rate of about 10 m=/ 
minute . The tank containing the optical system was evacuated to a 
-3 pres sure of 50 x 10 mm with a negligible leak rate. In addition, the 
t a nk was flushed several times vlith H. P . dry nitrogen i n order to 
eli m.inate the infrared-active impurities in the relative ly long (several 
meters) geometric path length of the light beam. Outs ide the tank, tbe 
optical path was also purged of undesired impurities by continuous 
flushing with dry nitrogen of the monochromato r and of a short tube 
leading from the rnonochromator slit to tbe 'exit window of the tank. 
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Standard 304 stainless steel, l/·l -inch tub ing with flare fittings 
wa s utilized for all lines c arrying nitrogen dioxide ; for v a c uum lines we 
used standa r d 1/2-inch copper tubing which was soft-soldered at all 
j o ints. Stainle ss steel Circle Seal p l ug valve s we r e found to be best 
suite d for systems subjected to bot h high pressure and vacuum. Where 
metering or t h rottling of the gas was required , standard needle valves 
were used . 
Liquid N 20 4 was transferred from a comme rcial c y linder to the 
absorption cell reservoi r by gravity feed . We found condensation 
techniques to be rnuch too slow and inefficient in transferring several 
g rams o f N 20 4 , eve n when the condensing surface was at d r y - i c e 
temperatures . The fi lling arrangement is shown in Fig . 12 . The liquid 
N 2 0 4 cylinder was pos itioned, with its valve pointing toward the ground , 
at the highest point in the syotem while t he absorption cell was attached 
t o the syst em in suc h a rnanne r that t he liq uid reservoir would occupy 
t he lowes t poi nt . T he e ntire syatcm up to the main cylinder valve .va s 
-3 then e vacuated to le ss than 10 mm of Hg . With the vacuum valve shut, 
N 20 4 was forced i nto the cell by gravity until the liquid level c ould be 
seen through the c ell windows. Exc ess liquid was pumped out to clear 
the windo liv area. The cell was then isola ted by means of a needle valve 
and removed fro m the filling position . Cell weights were meuaured 
before and after filling to d e termine t h e q uantity of liquid transfe rred . 
E. PRELIMINARY S TUDIES 
Initial experiments were p e rformed with foreign - gas broadening , 
u s ing argon as a pressurizing agent. The optical de pt h was varie d by 
-30 -
changing the NOZ -NZO 4 concentratio n in gaEl mixturea at total pressures 
of about 30 atm. 
It was hoped that selective surface adsorption would be unimportant . 
For analytical pur poses , we designed and constructed a doubl e-beam, 
photoelect r ic gas analy ze r in orde r to measure NOZ concentrations of 
gaa sample s drawn from the main a pparatutl before and after eac h run . 
The i nSltrurnent was similar to a single-beam device described previously 
by Smith. (18 ) 
Figu r e s 13 and 14 illustrate the gas analy ze r. The light source 
consisted of an air - c oole d , 500 watt, tungsten-filament , G . E . p rojecto r 
lamp, maske d off to approximate a po int sourc e . Afte r passing t he light 
through a Z. 45 - tnm Corning glass filte r (No . 338 7), it was s p lit into two 
bea ms by a plane mirror (MI ) . On e of these beams was deflected by 
anot he r plane mirror (11.12 ) to a collim ating lens (L l ). The beam diamete r 
was then adjus ted to that of t he absorption tube by an iris-shutter 
assembly taken from a camera . The g lass absorption tubes were 56 . 5 
c m long be tween the inside edge s of the py rex windows , whic h we re 
ce m e nte d to t he tube s with Epibond resin. The light bea m e merging 
from t h e absorption tu be was condensed b y the lens L Z and then deflected 
with a p lane -mi rror ( i...,1 3 ) onto a IP37 phototube whose output was read 
on a Simpson VTVM (s e e Fig . 13 for c ircuit diag ram). The other beam 
followed a parallel path. 
The a nalyze r was capable of me asuring partial p r e ssures of NOZ-
N Z0 4 mixtures at rOOl'n t e tnperature down to p re s sures of several 
millitnete rs of rne rcury. With a total p r e ssure o f about o ne atrnosphere 
in the abso r p t ion tube , i t was possible to analyze concentrations of less 
than 0 . 1%. 
-31-
\iris - shutter 
k;---
Ll I assembly 
absorption tube 
LZ 
0 I I -- 1--
" 
, 
Ifilter 
Ml 
VTVM 
~- R -1M I .... L-I ± 10/0 I "-
la~p 90 v 
'I'I 
, 
, 
... ~ ~~ 0 I' I 
Fig . 13. Schematic diagram of the double-beam, photoelectric gas 
analyzer for measuring NOZ concentrations; M l , M Z' M3 : 
plane mirrors; L l : collimating lens; L Z: condensing lens. 
Fig. 14. Internal view of the gas analyzer showing absorption tubes 
and optical path. 
-3Z-
The phototube linearity was checked by reading successively e ach 
beam intensity separately (this was accomplished by using the shutter 
arrangement), then superimposing both beams on the same portion of 
the phototube plate, and finally making another reading of the intensity . 
In part~cular I the intensity of each of the beams was adjusted with the 
irises to read 0.5 volts; with both S;1utters open, the reading obtained 
was 0.995 volts, which is 0.5/0 off linearity. 
'We calibrated the instrument by two different p roced ures. One 
method involved a volumetric chemical analysis performed on rdxture 
samples drawn from the standard NOz-argon mixture; in the other 
method we measured the p res s ures of pure NOZ-NZ0 4 samples with a 
dibutyl phthalate m a nometer. The calibration curve provided us with a 
plot of the partial pressures of NOZ-NZ0 4 mixtures as a function of the 
perce ntage of transmission through the gas in the tube. 
A s e ries of experiments was performed at room temperature 
utilizing this metho d of gas analysiill b efore and after each run. Un-
fortunately, we found that the NOZ concentrations at the end of a run 
were considerably lower than the initial concentrations , i ndicating signifi-
cant adsorption during the course of the experiment. For example , 
during one test, the percentage of transmission c hanged from an initial 
value of Z40/0 to a final value of 35"/0, which corresponds to an apparent 
decrease in the partial p ress ure in the sample gas from 15 to 9 rum at 
a total pressure. of 730 mm. Thus variations of approximately a factor 
of 2 occurred in the gas composition during a g iven run . Inte g rated 
intensities obtained by this procedure , utilizing only the final analysis 
-33-
of each test, differed from "be st estimates" (see below) by approxi-
mately a factor of two. 
F. OPERATI NG PROCEDURE FOR SELF-BROADENING EXPERIMENTS 
1. An a ppropriate spacer was selected and the absorption cell 
assembled and pressure tested with about 30 atm of NZ for approximately 
24 hrs. The empty cell was then we ighed . 
Z. L i quid NZ0 4 was admitted to the cell. Calcula tions showed 
that a pproximately Z grams was sufficient to yield t he intended highest 
vapor pressure (1 9 . 8 atm) without consuming all of the liquid in t he cell 
reservoi r . 
3. The cell was next isolated and remove d from the filling 
station, and , after weighing, wa s placed a t the cente r of the electric 
furnace in a position such that the light beam could pass through the 
c ell window s. Thermocouples were a ttached with spring clamp,s . 
4. After aligning the mirrors , the vacuum tank was closed and 
-3 
evacuated to about 50 x 10 mm, flushed with H . P. dry nitrogen, and 
reevacuated. The spectrum of the light source was r ecorde d and con-
tinuously examined in the region of atmospheric absorption. The 2.7 
micron b a nd of H 20 and t he 4.3 micron band of CO2 were gradually 
eliminated as t he optical pat h was purged of H 20 and CO2, reepectively. 
5. With the ahutte r placed in the light pat h , t he amplifie r was 
adjusted to give zero r e ading on t h e recorder. 
6. The monoc hromator slit widt h , amplifier gain and re sponse, 
and light source intensity were next adjus ted to the desired level. 
7. The cell was then heated to the desired temperature. In 
addition to the automatic cont rol in the system, we found it necessary to 
-34-
us e manual adjust m ent of the heating curr ent in order to maintain 
nearly c onstant tempera ture during a run . 
8 . The t r ansmissio n spe ctrum was a uto lnatic ally scanned and 
recorded . During the ZO minute s of this operation, we monitored the 
cell te mperature constantly and made appro priate adjustme nts . 
9. Leaving the c e ll unchange d , the tempe rature was rai sed t o a 
new level and s tep 8 r e peate d. 
10. Afte r completing a series of runs at di fferent temperature s , 
t he cell was removed from the furnace and pur ged of all NOZ and NZO a.' 
11 • The entire procedure was r e pe ated for various spacers . 
G. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS AND SOURCES OF ERROR 
1. Qualitat iv e Analysis of Spe ctrum 
A r e pre sentative r e cord of the absorption spec trum (of a gas 
mixture containing NOZ and NZ0 4 ) in the ne ar infrared is rep roduced 
in Fig . 15. The ten1pe rature was 8 00 C with a corre s ponding vapor 
pressure of 10. 3 atm; a spac er of 0 . 124 c m thickne ss was used . Five 
distinct bands are clearly identifiable , two of which overlap partially. 
Si nc e both NOZ and NZ0 4 have banda in this r e gion o f t he s pectrum , 
the question arises how the observe d bands are to be assigned to the 
p r oper gas component . This proble m may be resolved readily by 
raising the temperature of a gas sampl e to about 1500C whe n most of 
the gas has dissociate d into NOZ ; conse que ntly, the NZ0 4 bands dis-
appea r while the NOZ bands appear stronge r. In this manner, one may 
i de ntify the Z9 08 cm - 1 band a s b elonging to NOZ' while all of t he other 
bands shown in Fig . 15 be long to NZ0 4 . Ref e r e nce to Table 1 shows 
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that our observed band cente r8 agree quit'e well with those measured 
by other investigators. The random differences of less than 12 cm-1 
may be attributed to the limited spectral resolution of approximately 
5 cm -1 obtainable with our apparatus. However, the wave number 
differences between gaseous and liquid N Z0 4 band centers agree to 
w Uhin Z cm -1 with previously published estimates. For the quantitative 
work reported here, we are not actually concerned with band locations 
except in so far as they serve to identify the vibrational modes. 
The occurrence of slight overlapping between bands (N02 a t 
2908 cm- l and N20 4 at 2962 cm-
1) did not introduce serious errors 
since less than 50/0 of the areas under the 10g(Io /1 ) curves correspond 
w w 
to overlapping regions. We tried to resolve these two bands graphically 
by using an obvious plotting procedure on the original records. This 
method gave an estimated error in the quantity 83 of l e se than one pe r-
cent as established by applying varying deg ree s of artistic skill to the 
problem and comparing the resulting values of f:a. 
Two weak impurity bands appeared in t he spectrum. One may b e 
seen in Fig. 15 just to the s hort-wave number side of, and partly ove r-
lapping with, the 2908 cm -1 band of NOZ; the other band overlaps -"""it h 
the R-branch of the same band. These small dips we re present even 
when the absorption cell was completely removed from the optical path. 
The strengths of t h e dips were found to be independe nt of the amount of 
atmospheric gas in the path. The undesired dip in the P-branch was 
again corrected for graphically; the effect of the other dip is discussed 
in Part lb below. 
-37-
The shapes of all five combination bands at variolls optical depths 
and temperatures are shown fn Figs . Z5 to 54 of Appendix I, where we 
have plotted logl lEf~D a /f~F as a function of wave number . Assuming 
that the rotational fine s truc ture has been completely Ellneared out by 
pressure broadening , the ordinates of t hese c urves are equal to P X / 2.303 . 
w 
The p - and R -branc hes are clearl y noticeable i n the 2903 cm-1 
6 -1 band of NOZ and the 2 18 em band of N Z0 4 , although the latter has its 
P-branch considerably suppressed (see Fig . 31). 
z. Quantitative Analysis of Bands 
a. Gas Composition 
Because of the relatively high vapor pressures used in t he ex-
p eriments (up to 19. 8 atm), rea l-gas effects must be conside r e d in 
calcula ting the e quilibriurn composition of gase ous NOZ and N 20 4. The 
total pressure in each c ase was assumed to be t he e quilib r ium vapor 
pres sure at t he r!1e asure d temperature . 
A general expression for the equilibrium constant at any pressure 
has b een sho-..vn (1 9) to be 
v. - - -- dp [J [( DV ) l~qgz1 ani pTn p (13 ) 
* where K refe rs to the e quilibrium con stant at zero pressure, V i s the p 
ga s volume, v . is the stoichiometric c oefficient of the ith specie s , a nd 1 . 
the other symbols have t heir usual meaning. 
If we let the subscript I refer to NOZ and the subscript l to NZ0 4 , 
then VI = Z and V z = -1. From E qs. {IO)and (ll) it follows that 
-38-
and 
av) RT (1 + J3p). 
anZ PTn: P 
Substituting these relations into Eq. (13) gives 
or 
K = K p p 
lie 
It is thus apparent that , assuming the validity of the e q uations of state 
p re s e nted by Giauque and Kemp, real - gas effects cancel out in ca1cu -
lating the equilib-riuLU composition. 
The actual computations of partial pressure s were performed by 
defining the decomposed fraction as 
whence 
a = 
2 
K =~ 
P r:a 
For t he quantity p , we used the previously measured vapor p r essure 
p (T), (see Fig . 2) . 
v 
(14) 
-3 9-
b . Estimate of Rotational Line Spacing 
Because of the limited s pectral r esolution of our instrument , it 
was impos sible to measure directly the s pacing between rotational line s 
of t he NO Z and NZ0 4 molecules. However, one can make a crude 
estimate of the spacing from a knowledge of the wave number interva l 
between the maxima of t he P - and R - branc hes of a band or by t he use 
of t he effective band width at a known temperature. 
Let 6w be t he measured wave number interval between the 
maxi ma of t he P- and R - branc hes of a band . For diatomic or spherical 
to p poiya tomic m o lecules , t he valu e for the rotational quantum number 
* J == J at whic h t h e initial (lower) state population is a maximum is , 
approxi mately , 
J * == ( kT 
2hcBe )
11 Z 1 
- ~ . 
The peak of the R - b ran c h corresponds to the rotational transition 
* '" J - J .+1 , while for t he P - b ran c h it c o i n cides with the fre que ncy for 
'" * th e transition J - J -1. These t .. a n sitions , superimposed on t he 
(15 ) 
vibrational transition, c o rre spond to wave numbers for the maxirna of 
the P - and R - b r anc hes of 
and 
'" '" wR == W + 2B (J +1 ), .. 0 e 
r espectively , where Wo refers to the wave number of t he pure vibrational 
transition. Thus , 
(16) 
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Combining Eqs. (15) and (16) gives the desired relation, viz., 
B = ...;,h-iolc ,;.-( L!. . ... w,..:.)_2 
e 8kT (1 7) 
To test the validity of Eq. (17), we apply it to the fundamental band 
of Hcl at about 3000 K where L!.w was found(20) to be approximately 
-1 140 cm • Using these results, Eq. (17) yields a value for B of 11.7 
. e 
-1 -1 
cm , whereas the exact value is known to be 10.59 cm • The dis-
crepancy in B e results from the fact that we have neglected vibration. 
rotation interactions and that both branches of the band display rather 
flat maxima, and hence L;:,.w cannot be obtained with great accuracy. 
Applying Eq. (17) to the 2908 cm -1 band of NOZ' for whic h the 
measured value of L!.w is about 20 cm· l at Z9So K, we find the rotational 
constant for N02 to b e abou.t 0.24 cm-
I
, which gives a.n approximate 
line spacing of 0.48 cm-l • Moore(8 ) found the rotational constant 
B" = 0.4293: 0.002 cm- l and A"-B" = 7.6Z 3: 0.05 cm-l • The dis-
crepancybetween our estimate and the value obtained from the results 
of Moore are not surprising in view of the fact that the NO Z molecule is 
not a spherical top as was as sumed in the derivation of Eq. (17). The 
actual line spacing for an asymmetrical m olecule is probably smaller 
than that predicted by Eq. (17). 
To estimate the line spacing of the N Z0 4 molecule , we consider 
the effective band width at a known temperature. An approximate 
relation for the effective band width L;:,.'AJ' is given in Eq. (11-Z5) of Ref. 
11, viz., 
-41-
Aw' ( 
hcB )1/2 kT 
~l1K9 kT e he 
The measured effective band width for the 3120 ern -1 band of gaseous 
NZ0 4 at Z9S
oK is approximately 70 em -1 which yields an estimated 
-1 
value for the rotational constant of 0.17 em and a corresponding line 
. -1 
spacing of 0.34 em 
Results for other po1yatomic molecules (e. g., COl) indicate that 
a line spacing of the order of 0.5 cm -1 will give effectively complete 
overlapping at total pressures of one to three atmospheres. It is 
therefore reasonable to assume that, at the total pressures encountered 
in our experiments (3 to lO atm), the rotational fine structure was 
sufficiently smeared out to yield smooth functions for the spectral 
absorption coefficients of the various bands. 
c. Integrated Intensities 
Measurements were performed in the temperature range between 
40 a nd 1000e at 10 degree intervals. The optical depth was varied by 
introducing a series of five spacers in the absorption cell, giving 
geometric path lengths of 0.0394,0.0495,0.0749,0.106, and 0.lZ4 cm. 
In Figs . 16 to lO we have plotted the measured quantity 83 as a 
function of spacer thickness at various temperatures and corresponding 
vapor pressures. The parameter liS was obtained by graphical integ ration 
of the function log(l°' alIa), which was taken from the original records. 
w . w 
No significant deviation from linearity is observed in these curves. Least-
square fits to the experimental points are also shown in Figs. 16 to ZOo 
Most of the curves corresponding to the NZ0 4 bands pass through the 
origin or close to it. ' Deviations from the origin seem to vary in a 
random manner for these bands. The curves corresponding to the 
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-1 Z908 cm band of NOZ' however, display a systematic deviation from 
th e origin. All five curves intercept the ordinate at approximately 4 
cm -1, which equals very nearly the measured quantity 83 fo~ the impurity 
absorption coinciding with the R - branch of this band. Since t he amount 
of absorption produced by the impurity was independent of the optical 
depth of NO Z' the slopes of the 83 vs. X curves were not affe c ted and 
should yield true values for integrated intensity .... 
Integrated intensity estimates for one NOZ and four NZ0 4 combi-
nation bands are summarized in Tabl e Z and their temperature depend-
ance is shown in Fig. Z1. The linear dotted curves were fitted to the ex-
peri mental points by assuming that the intensities are inversely propor-
tional to the absolute temperature. It is seen that the results show ve ry 
nearly a lIT dependance for the temperature range under con :d.deration. 
3. Compositio n Error Analysis 
A major source of random errors results from uncertainties in 
the determination of partial pressures . The parameter that limits our 
experimental precision is the temperature, since it is the only 
measured quantity. 
For a quantitative determination of the expected scatter in partial 
pressures as obtained fran"} the measured temperatures, we begin with 
Eq. (14) . From this relation it follows that 
* The question of the origin of sma"!l deviations of 8:!> from zero at zero 
optical depth has been discussed extensively in connection with early 
studies of absolute intensity measurements. In most of the published 
papers , deviations larger than those noted in Figs. 17 to 20 have been 
observed. Furthermore , these deviations are not usually accounted for 
as satisfactorily as they are in Fig . 16 by the presence of impurity ab-
sorption bands in the gas. It is well known to workers in the field that 
small deviations of the extrapolated curves from the origin, whether they 
are produced by an ir:nperfect optical system involvi ng some scattered 
light or by other effects, do not influence significantly the measured 
values of the slopes a = d 83 I dX. 
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and 
d{l-a ) ::: _ E~ _ ~F (2:...) . I-a -x-- p 2-a p 
From our definition of a , 
thus 
and 
PNO = a p 
2 
and PN 0 = (I-a)p ; 
2 4 
= del-a ) + ~ 
I-a p 
Substituting Eqs. (18) and (19 ) into Eqs. (20) and (21), re spectively, 
yields 
= (1 ) E.E +( 1-a) ~ z:a p z:a h~ 
p 
and 
F rom the d a ta present ed in Figs. 2 and 3, we fi nd , for the 
t emp e rature r ange encountered in our exp e ri ments , 
(18) 
(19) 
(20 ) 
(21) 
(22) 
(2 3 ) 
-51-
a x 0.5. 
Here we have utilized the experimental condition that the total p r essure 
p corresponds to the vapor pre ssure p at a pa rticular temperature. 
v 
With a n e xperiITlental scatter in temperature of ± O. SOK, we thus find 
6K 
~ ~ :i: 0.023 
P 
and ~ "t: ::I: 0.018 , p 
. where we h ave approxima t ed differential quantitie s b y fini t e d iffe rences . 
Substituting these numerical values into Eqs . (22 ) and (23 ) give e 
dPN 0 
2 4 
PN 0 Z 4 
~ ± 0.020 
~ ± 0 . 016. 
He nce , we conclu de t hat the a:catter in pa r tial p ressures , resulting 
o froITl i naccuracie s in te mpe rature measurement of ::1, 0 . 5 K , is ± 2.00/0 
4 . Light Scattering in the Spectrometer 
Short-wavelength scattering in the spectrolneter can be a source 
of serious error. The following procedure was used to demonstrate 
t hat light scattering in the in strument was not a s erious sourc e of erro r. 
A glas s p late of 0. 2 inch thickness was i nserted in the light path to t he 
spectrometer. The gla ss was found to transITlit abo ut 86% a t wave-
-52-
lengths below 2 . 8 ).L. At longer wavelengths , t he recorder indicated that 
a: very small energy flux (about 2%) reached t h e detecto r . We next 
sup erimposed on the glass an int erfer'cnce filte r which was completely 
opaque to visible light up to 1. 7)1. and t ransmitted about 95% above this 
wavelength . Above Z. 8 }A , the r ecorder again indica te d the same flux 
on t he detector as was found with the glass alone. Since in the last case 
all short wavelength radiation below 1.7;;" had been eliminated, the 
observed flux m ust have been either s c attered light at wavelengths 
greater than 1. 71- or else a small a mount of transmission through the 
glass at a wavelength cor r es pond i.ng to the instrument setting . As light 
s ource we used a Nernat glower which operates at 1900o K; at 19000 K , 
the peak emitted energy lies near 1. 5}L • Hence, with t he interfe rence 
filter in the light pat h , the energy peak a nd light of a ll wavelengths 
below it were elim inated from the spectrometer. The small flux on the 
detec tor, therefore, is proba b l y due to t ransmission through the g las s 
at a wavelength corresponding to t he instrument s etting . 
H . QUANTITATIVE STUDIES ON LIQUID N Z0 4 BANDS 
1. Experimental Appa.ratus 
The optical syste m used for measuring liquid NZ0 4 absorption 
was identical with tha t described in Section D . The abs orption cell shown 
in Fig . 10 was now completely filled with liqui d NZ0 4 • Extreme car e 
was e xe rcised to eliminate all bubb les from t he spac e between t he ·..vi.n-
dows . as this 'NOuld introdu ce seriouG errors into t he interpretation of 
ex perimental results . 
-53-
Spectra were obtained with two s pacers in the cell corresponding 
to optical path lengths of 0.0127 and 0 . 00508 cm. The use of these t hin 
spacers required m easurements of actual spacing between t he windows 
when the cell was s ubjected to internal p ressures corresponding to 
tho se encountered in the experiments . The actual window spacing under 
pressure may c hang e as a result of two possible cause s : (a) with t he 
windows supported on the periphery by O-rings , b u lging o ut of the 
center portions may be of significance ; (b ) the suppo rting O-rings them-
s elves m a y be sufficiently compressed to inc r ease the spacing appre-
ciably. The effect of these factors at v a l'ious p res sures was determined 
with t he aid of a dial gage indicato r capable of measuring differences in 
position a s smaH a,s O. 0001 inch. The gage wa s fix e d to t h e cell body in 
s uch a way that the moving rod was in c ontact with and normal to the 
outside surface of a window. We were thus able to read t h e outward 
deflection of the window c enter as a func tion of pressure . Result s in-
dicated no detectable d eflection up to a pressure of 25 atm. At 37 a tm, 
t he deflect ion for one window was 0 . 0013 cm, whi c h corresponds to a 
500/0 increase in window s e paration for the 0 . 00508 C 1n spacer . We may 
conclude from the se re s u lts that t he a ctual spac ing between windo ws 
during the experiments (at a maximum p ressure of 19. (3 atm) corresponded 
to the spacer thickness . 
2. R esults 
T ranslniss ion spectra were obtained in t he te mperature range 
o . from 25 to 100 C at intervals of approx imately 20 degrees. Final re-
suIts are based on measureme nts with t he 0 .00508 cm s pace r . For the 
-54-
O. 01Z7 cm spacer, the liquid was opaque in the 
bands. However, results for the weakest band 
region of the stronger 
-1 (34Z9 cm ) followed 
Beer's law according to which the quantity 83 is directly proportional to 
the optical path length [see Eqs. (Z) and (6)J. For the ratio of path 
lengths lZ/jl = 2.5 we found t2> ZI83 1 to be Z.46, Z.52, and Z.48 at 
temperatures of Z5, 40, and 60oC, respectively. Assuming that Beer's 
law is valid, we may consider these results to provide an additional 
check on the actual window spacing. 
Spectral absorption coefficients for four liquid-Nz0 4 combination 
bands at variouo temperatures are plotted in Figs. 55 to 58 of Appendix 
. 6 -1 II. All bands are shlfted by to 17 cm toward the lower frequencies 
(see Table 1) relative to the bands observed for the gas. 
Integrated intensity estimates are summarized in Table 3 and 
plotted, per unit mass density, as a function of temperature in Fig. 22. 
We conclude from the obse r ved results that the integrated intensity per 
unit mass density is approximately constant over the indicated tempera-
ture range. 
I. COMPARISON OF INTEGRATED INTENSITIES FOR NZ0 4 IN THE 
GASEOUS AND LIQUID STATES 
Reference to Table I shows that the shifts in band loc a tions in 
going from the gaseous to the liquid state are of the order of 10 Ctn .. 1. 
These results suggest that the wave functions corresponding to the upper 
and lower vibrational states are not greatly changed in going from the 
vapor to the liquid phase. One might therefore expect the vibrational 
tnatrix elements for the NZ0 4 molecule to be approximately equal 
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in the liquid and gas phases. The integrated intensity is d irectly pro-
portional to the s quare of the matrix element. Hence , t he intensities 
of liquid and g aseous NZO 4 bands should be approximately equal if 
expressed in the ~ame units. 
In Table 4 we compare the integrated intensitie s , expressed per 
unit mass density, for the gaseous and liquid sta.tes of N 2 0 4 , Good 
agreement i n intensitie s is noted for the 2618, 2962 , and 3120 cm- l 
bands , wit h the pe rce ntage d ifferences a t the thre e tempera tures being 
le ss t han 160/0 . For t hree of the four bands studied, the integrated in-
tensity in the liq uid phase is larger than ill the vapor phase. The weakest 
band (3442 c m -1 ) aho ws a pe rcentage difference between the intensities 
of the gaseous and liquid states of about 5010. It should perhaps be noted 
that the a bsolute accuracy of intensity measureme nts i s usually smallest 
for the weake st bands (compare Figs . 11 to 20). It is not clear that any 
pa rticular physical signi ficance, in terms of liquid structure, m a y be 
a ttached to t he observed results . 
J . DETERMINATION OF AHo FOR THE REACTION kOM4~OkMO 
FROM I NFRAR.ED MEASUREMENTS 
One of the mo re interesting applications of experimental infrared 
measurements o n syst ems in c hemical equilibrium is the de termination 
of equilibrium constants and chemical he ats of r eaction . Optic al 
techniques would be particularly useful on complicated systems con~ 
taining more than two species , for it is relatively easy to follow the 
concentrations of each specie s by monitoring t he absorption in the region 
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of a characteristic vibration-rotation band . In particular . we shall 
demonstrate the fea s ibility of this technique by applying it t o the system 
for which we have measure d infrared absorption data a s a function of 
temperature. With suitable assumptions . these measurements yield 
the variat ion of t he equilibrium constant with temperature. from which 
we obtain t he h eat of r eaction ~eoK It s hould b e noted t hat. in order t o 
obtain the s e results . it is not nece ssary to know the absolute values for 
the integrated intens iti es. A knowledge of their temperature dependence 
i s sufficient. 
L et us a ssume that. for the results presented in F igs • .16 to 20. 
the total pre ssures were s ufficiently high to s mear out t he rotation al 
fine struc ture completel y. Then. by Eq. (9 ). p r ovided adequate broaden-
ing · has been obtained, 
and 
~kl 
Z 
= -a-N-O-i'f'-
2 
(24 ) 
where 10
NOZ a nd o.NOz 
refer to any given band of NOZ and a similar 
notation is used for NZ0 4 • Now we a .ssume that the integra t e d i ntens itie s 
va ry inversely with the absolute temperature. a n assumption which i s 
well justified for t h e relatively small t e mperature range under con-
side ration (see Fig. 21). Thus 
-60-
T 
o 
a NOZ = (lo, N02 r-
and (Z5) 
T 
o 
u NZ04 = IlO.N204-T-· 
Here no is the value of t he integrated intensity at the temperatureT o ' 
Substituting Eqs. (25) into Eqs. (24) yields 
and 
c:GNO T 2 
= -a---="""'T-""'"£,--
0, NO Z 0 
which. when substituted into the relation for chemical equilibrium. gives 
(26) 
The factor in the first set of pa rentheses of E q . (2 6) is a constant in-
dependent of temperature. 
Reference to Eq. (26) shows that in order to obtain absolute values 
for the equilibrium constant, it is necessary to know the absolute iri-
tensities at an a rbitrary temperature To for one band of NOZ and one of 
N Z0 4 . Absolute intensities for NOZ may be obtained by establishing a 
sufficiently high temperature to yield a conditi on of nearly complete 
dissociation, thus making the total pressure approxirnately e qua l to the 
-61-
partial pressure of N02 • Unfortunately, under the saturated vapor 
conditions of our experirnents, this procedure would require the use of 
extremely high vapor pressures, and was therefore not feasible with 
the available equipment. It is hardly feasible to obtain pure NZ0 4 at 
reasonably h i gh pressures (g reater than one attn) in the vapor phase. 
H o wever, one tnay estirnate absolute intensitie s fo r N 20 4 from the 
liquid phase (see Table 4 ) . Once the inte nsities for two band s at any 
arbitrary temperature are d ete rmined, t hermochemical d ata such as 
.6.Fo and .6.So may be computed fro m spectrosc opic n'lea surel"nents b y 
t he use of Eq. (26). 
The equilibriu rn constant for a reaction at constant pressure and 
temperature can be e xpressecl in tern'lS of the difference between t h e 
standard free energies of the product s and reactants ,c,Fo, Le., 
. E~cl ) Kp :: exp - 1r"r 
from whic h it . (21 22) can easlly be shown ' t hat 
dQ,nK 
-KKIKKKKKK~p~ = dU ) (2 "I ) 
whic h is known as van't Hoff's equation. The quantity LoHo rep resents 
the difference in enthalpy betwe en the p roducts a nd reactants e valuated 
at a pre ssure of one atmosphere and at t he ter.nperature T. 
Co mbining Eqs. (26) and (27) gives 
) 
(28 ) 
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Hence, a plot of the experimentally determined func tion 
i n( t{} NO
Z 
T /'60
Nz04
> aga inst 1/1' will yield a straight line with slope 
equal to _,c,Ho / R . 
In Fig . 2 3 we have plotted the func tion appe aring o n the left - hand 
side of Eq. (28) for a spacer thickness of 0 . lZ4 c :n. Vie u s e d the 2908 
- 1 
c m band of NO Z in conjunction with the three strongest bands of N Z0 4 
in the reg i on fro -m 1 to 5 rnic rons. Corre ctions were made for the 
impurity b a nd c oinciding wi th the Z903 em -1 band of NOZ by subtracting 
-1 ~ 3. 7 e m from e ach measured value for Q) NO (see Fig. 16). 
2 
The e xpe r imental poi nt s sho VlIn in :b~ig K Z3 yield nicely lille ar plots , 
indica t ing t hat bHo is n e arly c onstant in the spe cifie d temperature range . 
L e ast - square fits yield values f o r ,-" Ho of 13 , 070, lZ , 980, alld 13 , 160 
cal/(moie N Z0 4 ) for the curve D corresponding to the 2618, 2962 , and 
3120 e m -1 bands of N 20 4, r es pe c tively. Thus, we obtai n a mean value of 
13, 070:!: 90 cal/(mole NZ0 4 ) whi c h is in good ag r eement with the va lue at 
29ao K of 13, 693 ± 14 cal/ (mo1e N Z0 4) repol"ted by G i auque and Kemp . (16) 
T he preceding results p r ovide an important check on the se lf 
c ons istenc y of our abs o lute infra red intensity measureme nts. 
K. I NTEGRATED I NTENSI TIES F OR FUNDAMENTAL BANDS OF 
GASEOUS N02 AND NZ0 4 IN THE 5 TO 15)l REGION 
1. Optic s 
For t he spe ctral r e gio n fr o m 5 to 15 microns , we used silver 
c h loride (AgCl ) windo ws i n t he abs orption ce ll. A 5-m= A gCl win do w 
transmits a bout 80 pe rcent in the region from 5 to 20)L • (26 ) Silver 
c hloride was chose n primarily for its resist ance to che mical attack by 
nitrogen dioxide ; (9 ) anoth e r impo rtant conside ration was the fact that i t 
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2.8 
-1 N02 band: 2908 em 
N 20 4 band: 
6 -1 o 2 18 em 
6. 6 -1 29 2 em 
'r7 -1 
v 3120 em 
3.0 
1 103 (oK-I. T x ! 
Plots used for determining t.Ho for the reaction N 04 = 
ZNOZ from experimental values of the parameters);. The 
t h ree curves were obtained using the strongest NZ0 4 bands 
in the region from 1 to 5 mic rons. 
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does not cleave easily , as does sodium c hlo ride, and hence will not 
crack upon bei.ng preened against the cell sp&,cer (see Fig. 10 ). 
We used a rocksalt (NaCl) prism for studies above 5)J- ; sodium 
c h loride is nea rly opaque above 15}L. Standard procedur es were utilized 
to obtain a wavelength calibr ation of the spectromef;er. Atmospheri c 
and polystyrene bands gave calibration point !) up to about 10 fl. In 
addition, knovm line s b elonging to t he 950 cm- l fundamental b and of NH3 
w e re u s e d. For the region neal' 15JL , we u s ed the 668 cm -1 fundamental 
The spectrolneter alit width was varied in suc h a mann e r th~Kt the 
f -1 resolution or t h e enti re spectral range was between 5 and 10 e m . 
2 . Results 
Since the conditions for complete overlapping of the rotation al 
line s had been studied e x tensively for the work in the near infrared 
region (1 t o 5)1. ), we assumed that it was not necessary to p lot the 
parame t e r ~ as a function of o ptical depth for t h e fundame ntals in the 
5 to 15 JL reg i on . M e asurement!! we:re made at 2SoC corre sponding to 
a vapor pre ssur e of 1.18 a t m. 'This pre ssure should be sufficiently high 
t o smear out t he rotational fine s t ructure, particularly since woe are 
d e aling with v e ry strong bands . Only one spac er (0.049 5 cm t hi c k ) was 
used . Integrated inte nsitie s we re obtained for one NOZ and three N Z0 4 
funda:nental bands , which are t he strongest b and s in the region from 5 
to 15 ,U • 
Light scatte ring in the s pe ctro'mete r was measured and corrected 
for in the fo llowing manner. If t he optical depth is made suffiCiently high , 
- 65-
the gas become s practic a lly o paque in the region of the strongest 
absorption of bands (s ee Fig. 24 ). This condition may be detected 
a ) 
scatte r ed 
light 
-} 
i 
...... 
3 
(b ) 
/wc~;;~~ted 
fo r scatte r-
i ng 
F ig . 24. E ffect of scatte r e d light o n a n absorption band . 
e a sil y by noting that the t ran s mitte d radiancy is c onstant for a w ide 
wavenumber range near the band center, as in Fig. 24(a ). Henc e , 
if the transmi t t ed radiancy is not ze ro , the obse rved flux must b e 
scatte r e d light . Correctio ns fo r s c attering may be made by s i ITlply 
inc reasing t h e optical d e pth, without alte ring the light inte n s ity, 8lH 
width and am::)lifier gain, and the n ::lUhtrE'.cting the scatte r e d light from 
the t r ansmission spec trum, as in Fig . 24(b ). This proce dure is e asily 
ac c omplished in our e xpe r i mental setup, :>inc e the o pti c al depth may be 
raise d by raising thE: cell te mperature , thereby inc rea sing the vapor 
pres sure. In this manne r , w e m a d e c orrec tions for s c atte ring n e ar the 
- 1 750 cm fundamental of N 20 4 • The acatte l'ed light in the vicinity of 
thia band waf) found to b e a bout 5"10 of the incident light and about 3 00/0 of 
the transmitted light at the band maximun'l. In the vicinity of the other 
bands , s c a t tered light was found to be n e gligibly s t r ong . 
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Shapes of the four fundamental bands are shown in Figs. 59 to 62 
of Appendix III, where we have plotted 1MgfMEf~D a/I:) as a functio n of 
wave number. Final estimateD for the integrated intensities are 
presented in Table 5. 
Table 5. Integrated intensitie::: at ZSOC for the strongest fundamental 
b~nds of NOZ and NZO 4 in the spectral reg ion from 5 to 15 
mlcrons. 
Molecule Band center Integrated intensity 
(c m -1 ) (cm -Z -1 -atm ) 
NOZ 1617 Z059 
NZ0 4 1748 2940 
NZ0 4 1260 1803 
NZ0 4 750 1104 
L. SPECTRAL AND TOTAL ElVuSSI VITY ESTI MATES FOR NOZ 
Radiant energy emissio n from the atmosphere of the earth is an 
important problem that is being studied actively by a numbe r of in-
vestigators . For example, the emissio n from OB i n the upper atmos-
phere has been estimated both exp erimentally(2 3) and theo retically .(24. Z5 ) 
The spe cies NOZ io als o believed to b e present in the uppe r atTIlosphe re, 
although no unambiguous spectroscopic detection has been made so far. 
In this connection, quantitative value s of spectral absorption coefficients 
for NOZ fro m laboratory experiments are of considerable interest. The s e 
data should facilitate estimates of the contribution by NOZ to the "night 
-6 7-
glow" of t he earth ' s atmosphe re. 
The spe ctral emissivity c..
w 
of a gas with optical depth p ~ is 
relate d to the abs orption coefficient by 
c.. = l-exp ( - P p ~FK 
w w 
(Z9 ) 
In Figs . Z5 to 3 0 and Fig. 59, we have plotted 10gl0(1:' a/I':) , for the 
s trongest bands of NOZ in the r e gion from 1 to 15)t. The ordinat e s of 
t he se curves represent P p Q /Z. 3 03 since we have shown that, during 
w 
the experiments , the rotational fine structure was cornplet ely smeared 
out (see Se ction G , Pa rt Zb ). For temperatures other than those for 
which measurements are available , it is a simple matter to e stimate 
the app ropriate value of t h e s pectral absorptio n coefficients p rovid ed 
t he rotational fine structure is again sn'leared out. We would e xpec t 
that thia condition is satisfied, in good approx imation, for total p res sure s 
greater t han about one atmos phe r e in the temperature range in which NOZ 
and N2 0 4 are stable. 
At altitudes greate r than 100 , 000 ft , the local pre ssure is le ss t han 
0 .01 atm; under t he s e conditions , t he rotational lines of NOz are not 
expected to overlap <l'.ppreciab ly. Because of the complex band structure 
of asymmetric polyatomic molecules such as NOZ ' it may be convenient 
. . (Z 7 ) (2 8 ) 
to use the statistical model developed by Mayer and Goody. 
Acco rding to t hi:J model, t he tnean e:m.issivity £' for a band, with rand o m-
ly distributed lines having the same integrated intensity (8) and a 
r e sonance contour with a half-width b, is g iven by 
- [2Trb - ] £ = l-exp -~ f(x ) (3 0) 
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where 
a nd x = "SX/21rb. '" Th e param eter 'b refers to the mean spacing between 
lines. For SX/Z1Tb «1, the mean e missivity r e d uces to 
- S"S'X E. ""'- l-exp( - -:r: X) ~--
'&. 'S* 
since 21rb/ b'" for the specifie d altitude <: 10-1 
(31 ) 
We shall now apply Eq. (31) to the e mission from NOZ in the upper 
atmosphere. The results are considerably simplified by identifying S. 
1 
in the usual manner , viz., 
(32 ) 
where Dw. is the effective band width for the ith band. 
1 
Substituting Eq. 
'" (32) into Eq. (31) gives 
t.i :: 
All o f the parameters on the right-hand side of Eq. (33) have been 
measured or can be estimate d for the two strongest infrared bands of 
(33) 
N02 , and hence the mean emissivities for t heae bands may be c alculated 
at arbitrary o ptical depths. Let us now e xamine unde r what conditions 
the basic inequality 
holds for NOZ ' Replacing S. a ccording to Eq. (32), we obtain 1 
iii Equation (3 3) may b e obtained direc tly fro m Eq. (2 9 ) by assuming t hat 
the emitter radiates like a transparent gas. 
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For the bands under conside ration, cK K /t:::Kt~ K ::c 10, and cS.*/2wb . :::::.10 at 
1 1 1 1 
high altitud es. He nce we find the inequality to be satisfied for optical 
-2 depths X L.L.I 0 cm-atm. B ecause of the very low concentrations of 
(34 ) 
NOZ in t he upper atm osphere, this last c ondition may well be sati s fied, 
particularly since the NOZ has not been observed spect r oscopically. If 
NOZ consti t utes le ss t h a n one part i n 10
7 of the atmosphere at a total 
-2 pressu re of 10 atm, then the NOZ will emit like a transparent gas for 
path lengths a s long as 100 km. 
For te m peratures othe r than those at which "measure m e nts are 
available, one may ext r apolate a . and t::.w. by using the relations (s ee 
1 1 
Ref. 11, p . 322) 
~ liZ 
t:::.w.(T) = L!,w(T )( -=- ) 
1 0 TO 
The e ngineering e missivity may be calculated from the relation 
(3 5 ) 
where we sum ove r all bands b elonging to NOZ' In Eq. (35) the t>arameter 
cr is the Ste fan-Boltzman constant and RO i s the spect r al blackbody 
w. 
1 
r adiancy evaluated at the center of the ith band . 
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Emission of Diffuse Bands of Sodium 
behind Shock Fronts* 
H. TAKF:YAMAt AND A. GrJTniANt 
Danid and F/nrf:na GUU,tmJuim Jet Propuhion CtftJer, 
California / ,utitute of Tuhn(lluK'Y , Pnsadena, CaJijon.ia 
(Received October 14, 1959) 
WURM ' has described a cont.inuous emission band extending from .'4'Xl A to the D lines and inferred 
thr> existence of yan der Waals states oj Na,. Hamada' 
h; 1~ c i:gK~sifi ed sodjutn hands in th e n ·d and y(·lIow rl' -
gion.'t into thn·(· gDrEFup~K 1.1; : ,. (1 ) fNl hands (X"X150---
55(X) ) , . _ ,·:tthork r<!v fl u"fL, .. l"Ll h;,nd. anrl (3 ) the 
contKinuou~ uaud ~ AAR4 ~D EF ~ .!Ij( l 1,\ ( clltiy , wide dit1use 
bands have ueen "I,sl'rnd and discussed q ualitatively 
for ruhidium-rare gas Inixturcs,Z,4 
Bv utililing the shock tnile, We have obser\"('d the 
emission uf a continuous band corresponding to Ha-
mada' s type (3) band . We used Jinel y ground salts as a 
sourCe of sodium in ,t une- inch diam1'ler tuhe; the loIV-
pressure section was 51 in. long and the high-pressure 
sectinn had a length of 24 in. Mylar diaphragms 
\0.00" anr! O.OOS in . thick ) separater! t he two s("e ti'Jn s. 
Observations were made through a lucite block at the 
end of the lo w pressure section. Spectrograms Were 
taken wit. h a I.S-m .\RL spectrograph with a dis-
persiun of S K ~ :\ / mm. Kodak Roval-X panchromatic 
sheet tilm ant! Kodak Tri-X panch ro mat ic: rol l tilm Were 
used. In tensity measurement s WLTe made \\"ith an ARL 
2250 densitometer. 
M easured q uantities ( fronl 5 to 300 Olg) of find,' 
ground s<odium salts I.c .g., NaC!, ?-iaBr, and Na,CO,, ) 
wtTe .,Iaced in the Lucite I)lock and spread "'·cllly. 
Argon . a t pressurt's from 5 tfJ 100 nun e~I W:l 5 acl-
llliuf'(! to the low-press ure section. The high-pressure 
sl'ctiun was filled with hdium and a magnetic breaker 
used to burst the d iaph ragm . 
\V{' ol>s{,Tvcd atomic lines of Na and a contin ullus 
band under ,""riuus shock conditions. As the amount 
of sodium 50 Lit is increased at constant shock colld itions, 
the J) lint'S h('come strunger , wider and self-reversed; 
also the diffuse series lines E :y:ypS~ O I S()Hil) and sharp 
series lines (:\:\6 154,6 \00) "ppear. When the quantity 
of sodium chloride exceeds about 10 mg, the diffuse 
band lJt:coml's superimpo5ed on the atmuic lines. 
Furth(,f incnK~aslDs in the amount of sodiunl chlo ride up 
to 300 mg di(l not change the gen eral (cCltures of the 
spectrum. A typical intensity prof,le ( Fig . 1) shows a 
continuous band starting at about 5490 .\ a nd ext end-
ing ue,-ol1(1 6200 A. The quant ities T , and p, were 
estimated by using ideal , onp-dimcnsional ,;hock 
theo ry' An intermediate m a ximum occurs at about 
5500 A; on the long-wan-length sick the intensit.y de-
creases cont.inuously without distinct cutoff. 
Therc is little doubt that the continuous hand 
:\:\5490-6200 is identical with Hamada's (3) band and 
Wurm's band. T he discrepancy in the long-w,,,-e1ength 
i 
<l 
.. 
~ f 
~f 
~ ~r 
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~ " I I 
.£ ," I il \ 
j 1 I Iy/ tl:~ y i 
2 f-_I -- I ". 
o D--_~ , , _[~ _~ 
-400 -= -200 -100 0 100 200 300 
Co). \A) 
f:G . 1. f lltcnsit~ · di s t l i1 1ulio ll I)i band acrompan~ ing D linesj 
pl=5() !lun Ji g, t,, =3fJS IlSi , m~ DDD- 11 atmos, T.=()300 'K. ~aCf = 
SO mg. 
extent of the oand between Hamada's results ann ours 
may l,e attr ibuted· to the ext reme differen ce of exci ta-
tion conditions. The principal support for the assertion 
t.hat the band helongs to Na, molecular states comes 
[rom the obse rvat ion that the emission spectrum is 
independent of the nature of the foreign gas. \V urm 
considered the st ructure in the long-wavelength region 
of the f) lines to fesli it from absorption of the red band 
of Na" the background being the broaden ing of the D 
lines. On the other hand , H amada int.erprct,·d the entire 
cont inuum (both sides of the IJ lines) to constitute a 
single Gaml caused by the same mechanism described 
by Wurm. Kl'cently , e h"'n, Bennett , and J efimenko' 
h''''e presented potential cun'l" that arc consistent 
with b(l th the red and "inlet I,and". It appears reason-
able to conclude that the continuous band results from 
a transi tiun o{'tWl' 1.:' 11 a rn(Jlccular sta te cumpos('d of 
'S an,1 '1' 1\a atoms an,1 a simihtr molecule composed 
of t\\"o ground ,,(a' e ?>b atoms. It should be not~DEy that 
1\a, molecules sh"uld be ["rmed Gchind shock fronts 
"iter interact ion I,,:t w('('n t he incident or reH ected 
shocks and the rarefaction wa , ·e. 
Further [('search of a more quantitative nature is 
now in progress and will be reported in the near [uture . 
• Supporh.'d by the I:. S. Air Force, Office fo r Alh "anceri 
St udi l'S , under Cnntral l AI-' 1 ~ rgMP F -2. The authors are in-
dehkd tu rl r. S. S . }'(' i l 1 t 'r I')T helpful di s( us!'i,m;;. 
t S('ll il IT Research 1 : ~D lf ow It)SK -1960 ; p.: rmane nt add ress : De-
pa rt m c lLt u f l'hy:;; ics. lli ryF~h i ma un i .... ers iL y, il ir,)shima, J apan. 
t C;uggcnhcil1l Fell !)\\' i ll Jet Propulsion, 19."0- }\)S9. 
I K . W urn l , Z. Ph\":;ik 79, i J6 ( 1932 ). 
1 H . H alllada. Phi"!. ~· r ag K 15, In , S7 4 (1933 ). 
3 eh 'cn , Bennett , a nd jt'fimcnk o, J. Op t. Soc. Am. 46, 182 
flQ5(J) . 
• O . Je fi menko a nd W . Curtis, J. Chern . Phys. 17, 953 (1957). 
~ Ressler, Li n , and Kantrow itz , J. .-\ppJ. Phys. 23, 1390 ( 1952) . 
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APPENDIX I 
P lots of iIogl l Efo~ a II:) a.s a Functio n of Wave Number for 
Gaseous NOZ and NZ0 4 Combination Bands at Various 
Optical De pths and in the Temperature Range 50 to lOOoC. 
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